
THE PHENOTYPES AND THE ARCHAEOLOGY 
 OF THE  SILK ROAD TRADERS 

SHORT HISTORY OF THE SILK ROAD 
Long range trade started from Europe at least at the end of the Mesolithic time and was boosted by animal traction in the second half of the 
4th millennium B.C..

 

The similarity of two vases (left: Balkans, Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum. Right: north west China, 
Metropolitan Museum), and of two scripts (Vin a and Banpo) are two important clues that point 
to contacts between Pannonia and China 6000 years ago.  
Note: the two vases are both decorated with the same Mother Isten symbol that the Hungarians 
have worshipped along 8000 years and both their profiles are angular as they were in Pannonia
along several Millennia; the angular profile of the Chinese vase is upside down if compared to the 
Pannonico one.  
The head of the Mother Isten, lacking in Europe as it did also in Çatalhöyük, is a Pannonico
sacred symbol in China.   See line 022 of the “Mother Isten” abstract. 

1. Banpo pottery tags, C14  first half of 4th

millennium B.C., 19 characters out of total 22 
different ones.  
2. Xia marking, China, 2000 B.C.  8 characters out 
of total 26.  
3. Vin a signs, 5000 B.C. and runes.  Signs with 
an asterisk have only been found in the Vin a 
signs and not in the runes. 
 

See “The Ugaritic Abjad…” page 38 and 39, and read about the matriarchal society of Banpo).  
“The only source of Lapis, for most of the last 6000 years, are the mines in Badakshan province of what is currently called Afghanistan.  So, 
when we examine Dr. Wooley's findings from the city of Ur that date back 5500 years ago we know that the mountain of Lapis beyond the 
Zagros mountains can only mean the mines in Badakshan.   Lapis from the first dynasty Egyptian Pharos could only indicate trade between 
Egypt and Badakshan”. Gary W. Bowersox, "Gemstones of Afghanistan".        
Lapislazzuli have also been found in European dolmen megaliths.  
In the Indus valley and in the BMAC (Bactria Margiana Archaeological Complex), hair pins, spiral bracelets and idols similar to the 
synchronous ones made in Pannonia (2000 B.C.) have been found.  
Silk in Europe appeared around 1000 B.C.. 
“As early as 6000 B.C. Dushan Jade was being mined.  During Neolithic times, the key known sources of nephrite jade in China for 
utilitarian and ceremonial jade items were the now depleted deposits in the Ningshao area in the Yangtze River Delta (Liangzhu culture 
3400–2250 BC) and in an area of the Liaoning province and Inner Mongolia (Hongshan culture 4700–2200).
From about the earliest Chinese dynasties until present, the jade deposits from the region of Khotan (Tarim Basin) were also in use.   From 
the Kingdom of Khotan (Arsia), on the southern leg of the Silk Road, yearly tribute payments consisting of the most precious white jade 
were made to the Chinese Imperial court”. (Wikipedia). 
The presence of R1a1a (Hungarian) and of C Y-Haplogroup (Chinese) in the Bronze Age Andronovo Culture and in the ancient 
synchronous Tarim Basin cemeteries indisputably confirms contacts between the Hungarians and the East in the Bronze Age, 
around 2000 B.C. (See Genetics: out of 10 human male remains assigned to the Andronovo horizon from the Krasnoyarsk 
region, 9 possessed the R1a Y-chromosome haplogroup and one the C haplogroup (xC3).  90% of the Mtdna was European. 
60% had light hair and blue or green eyes.  No Indo-European Haplogroup has been found… nor it exists indeed!! (See 
“Genetics”). 
Note that archaeology confirms that the Andronovo, the Abashevo, and the Sintashta cultures were Hungarian cultures.  
Here is their archaeology, 100% Pannonico: 

   
Andronovo: Hermitage and Müller-Karpe (The vase is decorated with an angular proto-crown of spirals and -waves). 

  
Sintashta/Abashevo (The last two artefacts are Gold Idols), “The Horse, the Wheel and Language”, Princeton University Press, 2007.  The 
author, David W. Anthony is a horse dentist, who is convinced that the Andronovo/Sintashta cultures were the Urheimat of the Indo-
Europeans!  David’s book has been awarded a prize at “The 75th Annual Meeting of the Society for American Archaeology” on  April 18, 
2010 in St. Louis, Missouri.     Unbelievable! 
I forgot: of course, the Hungarians of Abashevo practiced horse burial! 
Abashevo was so Indo-European that the inhabitants of the region (Volga-Kama) still speak a Finno-Ugric language!!  (Do 
not tell it to David! He shall be so surprised and disappointed, poor guy!).  Of course, in the Volga Kama region, there is a
peak of Hungarian R1a1a and the archaeology is congruent with Hungarian archaeology  all along the last 5000 years! 
All the above artefacts appear in the abstracts, images, of the book “Magyar Art…”, where you can see that they were used by the 
Hungarian  Pannonici along several millennia.   
I am really stupid!  If I had associated my work to the Urheimat of the Indo-Europeans, instead of to the shaza of the Hungarians… over a 
billion of Indo-Germanists would have believed me and I would now be an “idol” for all of them!  I am really stupid!  In my next life I shall 
write a fairy tale about the first Indo-Europeans having conquered the Pleiades, in 7000 B.C.!  Ha-ha! I am double stupid!  If the Indo-
Europeans had gone to the Pleiades in 7000 B.C., they would have found the Hungarians there: the Hungarians are convinced that they 
have come from the Pleiades and that they return there for their afterlife (Barabási)!   
“In the fifth century BC, Herodotus mentioned transit trade occurring in Central Asia along a route that stretched from the 
Urals in the west, to the Altai and the Minusinsk Basin (Pazyrykia) in the east (Hemphill and Mallory 2004). 
The statement of Herodotus confirms my hypothesis that the most ancient Silk Route was through Pazyryk and Aržan  to 
Linzi (which was also the safest  and  shortest route, through orthodromy [traveling on a great circle]). The statement
justifies the rich kurgans of Aržan: in a single  unpillaged kurgan of Aržan, Tuva, RU, (Pazyrykia), in C14 620 B.C., amber was 
left with the dead together with 23 kg of gold (“Der Goldschatz von Aržan”, Hermitage). 
The statement gives sense to the presence of camels in Linzi and in Khakassia: those camels were used to cross the Gobi 
desert; their presence in those regions would be otherwise senseless. Furthermore, the unusual use of camels to draw 
chariots links Tagar to Linzi.  
The typical Pannonico early Iron Age Sacred Symbol confirms the Hungarian ethnicity of the Minusinsk traders, already 
proved by archaeology and genetics (see “The Mother Isten” abstract and “Genetcs”).

 

 
Camel, Minusinsk Tagar slab, Kyzlasov. 

Petroglyph+camels, Minusinsk, Evtyukhova 
(A.N. Mukhareva, Kemerovo University). 
Linzi, CN,  chariot burial, reconstucted. 
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1 Agighiol, RO, 6th c. B.C. Metropolitan Museum.   2  Altai,  Russia 5th c. B.C., Hermitage    3  Shaanxi, China, 4th c. B.C., Metropolitan 
Museum.    4  Kazakhstan, Alma Ata History Museum   5 Unknown  location, unknown dating (Hunnish style, See “The Huns”), Peter’s 
Collection, Hermitage State Museum. 
The migration of the birded tips of antlers from the Balkans to China is the best and not the only evidence of the connections along the Silk 
Road in the mid of the first millennium B.C.. 
See “Erdely Dacia” > the “Daco-Roman” Silk Road Archaeology. 
The first record of silk over the Silk Road was by the Han dynasty, in payment for the Fergana (Arsia) “heavenly horses” sometime around 
200 B.C.. The area of Fergana and its surroundings are the area with the highest peaks of R1a1a, in the world.  
At the same time the Hungarian Sarmatians appear in the Tanaïs region and, with them, camels, never seen before in Europe. (Hermitage).
According to J. P. Mallory, the Chinese describe the existence of "white people with long hair" or the Bai people in the Shan 
Hai Jing,  who lived beyond their north western border (a Chinese minority in Yunnan is also named Bai, see 
“Honfoglalas…”).  
Pliny the Elder (XXIV,  “Taprobane”)  reports a description of the Seres (in the territories of north western China.  From 
Seres, the Latin term “sericus”, made of silk) made by an embassy from Taprobane (Ceylon) to Emperor Claudius, saying that 
they "exceeded the ordinary human height, had flaxen hair, and blue eyes, and made an uncouth sort of noise by way of 
talking", suggesting they may be referring to the ancient Caucasian populations of the Tarim Basin.  
Notwithstanding all I have written and other existing evidence, most scholars continue considering the origin of the Silk Road trade 
(meaning “trade along a route which connected Europe to China”) in the early Christian Era, and, another Mongolist,  Victor H. Mair,
professor of Chinese language, spends his time with interviews in order to convince the world that the people that lived along the Silk Road 
in the most ancient times were Indo-Europeans!

Han dynasty (202 B.C.-220 A.D.):  Chinese forts in the Tarim Basin protecting the Silk Road, first half of the second century B. C..  In the 
second half of the same century the Gansu extention of the Great Wall was operational. Why the Chinese should have garrisoned a strip of 
desert?   Borbála, because the Chinese needed the Tarim Basin-Gansu route to be safe, hence Hsiung Nu free!  
The above map of the Tang Dynasty Empire, (618-907 A.D.) clearly shows the importance  for the Chinese of the Gansu Corridor and of the 
Silk Road.  The Chinese protected a desert territory thousands of kliometrs away only because the Silk Road passed through it. 
From the time of the Han (60 B.C.) to the end of the Tang Dynasty, the Tarim Basin was a Chinese Protectorate. The Chinese lost control of 
the protectorate from time to time, when the Huns, the Rourans, the Tuyuhuns, the Gokturks, the Tibetans, and the Uyghurs  took or 
asserted to have taken control of it for short times.    

The Silk Road in 870 A.D., as reported in the account of Ibn Khordadbeh, who documented the activities of the Radhanites in the “Book of 
Roads and Kingdoms”.  The Radhanites were Jewish merchants, who dominated trade between the Christian and Islamic worlds during the 
early Middle Age. Many trade routes previously established under the Roman Empire continued to function during that period largely 
through their efforts. (The Novgorod hub is missing in the above map).   Was the emergence of the Radhanites along the Silk Road a cause 
for the Magyars to go back home? 

FENOTYPES IN ARSIA
Look at these images: do you really need genetic research to understand that the Hungarians are descendents of the Tarim Basin people, 
or better, of the Arsi?      These children could be your children. 

Kalash, Arsia Turfan,Tarim Basin, Arsia +Pleiades on blouse Kalash, Arsia,  + 4 circle design   

Kalash, Arsia   Altai, Mongolia, M. Benk M. Kalash, Arsia Miss Budapest 

Hungarian Tagar, Pazyrykia Tarim Basin, Arsia 

HUNGARIAN TRADERS IN CHINA 
The following images have been collected from a Google search, using only the first 15 pages; keywords: “Chinese camel” and “Chinese 
horse”. The statuettes are archaeological finds coming mostly from graves, dated to the time of the Han (206 B.C.-220 A.D.) and Tang 
Dynasties (618-907 A.D.).  In China, the statuettes of Silk road traders were left in the graves in the hope that the deceised could continue 
enjoying buying luxury goods in the afterlife.  
It appears that, at the time of the Han and Tang dynasties,  some 70% of the Silk Road traders in China were Hungarians, the others were 
Chinese.   The non Chinese traders are defined, by the Chinese Museums that store these statuettes, “barbarians” or, in the best case, 
“foreigners”.   Actually, those “barbars”,  (who dwelled in the “Western territories Protectorate”, modern Xin Jiang - the Hungarians) were 
subjects of the Chinese Emperor.    
Bottles like the below ones are still popular in Hungary for the Unicum and in Etruria for the Chianti wine. 

Pazyryk 
 

Tillia tepe Sarmatia 
 

NE Silk R., Sui Dyn NE Silk R, Tang Dyn
 

Etruria 14th –21st  A.D. UNICUM 
Unbeliavable!  The design of the most popular Hungarian bottle in the world is little 
changed in the last 2.5 Millennia!  It has only lost the foot, (which reminded one of the 
ancient cauldrons).  They certainly did need a foot for the bottle while travelling along 
the Silk Road; nowadays the pub desks where the Unicum is served are flat and stable, 
and the Unicum has lost its foot.  
The original design of the bottle had a heart (a 6 millennia old Hungarian Sacred 
Symbol) as a trade mark.  Later on that heart became a circle and still is a circle 
containing a cross (another Hungarian Bronze Age design), at Zwack’s.  
 
Heart appliques, Tillia Tepe                                            Heart appliques, Szent Korona 

How to recognize the Hungarians: caucasoid phenotype (dolicochephalic, deep set eyes, long nose, slooping 
forehead, red hair… what Yan Shi Gu defined “macaque appearence”!);  fashion (long jacket, trousers, boots, 
long hair, beard);  peculiar objects or religious symbols: conical headdress and… a  bottle of Unicum at hand!    
ALL THE HUNGARIAN TRADERS WORE: CONICAL HATS, BOOTS, TROUSERS, AND A SHORT KAFTAN.  

MOST OF THEM HAD A BOTTLE OF UNICUM AT HAND. 
MOST WERE BEARDED, SOME HAD MOUSTACHES. 
Glazed statuettes are certainly to be dated to the Tang Dynasy.  The other statuettes could be dated to the 
previous dynasties, in particular to the Han Dynasty. 
Note that in some cases the conical hat is still made exactly as it was in 1000 B.C.  (Cherchen man, 
right). 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

                        

  

 

                       

 

   

                                                      

 
 
 

 

               
                     

 

 
 

 
 
 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

       

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Han Dinasty   Tang Dynasty 
The poor Hungarian on foot (right), on the way to Chang Han, has had his camel stolen by the Huns. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 

 
 
 

   

 
 
Bronze Age                
Pannonia 
History Museum 
Budapest       
 
 
 
 
Sarmatia, UA 
J. Davis Kimball 
       
 
 
 
Erdely, Honfoglalás, 
Romanian book 
 
(See “Art designs”) 

 
 
 
 

 

Left: Sarmatian holding a Turul or... a bottle of Unicum in his right hand and a Pannonico/Sarmatian/Magyar sacred symbol on his cargo.     

 

 
Tarim Basin            Sarmatian, UA, J.D.K.

Hungarian Crowns of Spirals:  
see “Sacred Symbols”. 

Sarmatian that protects his cargo from evil spirits and Huns with a Sacred Crown of Spirals.    The Sarmatians did travel the Silk Road!

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Red-haired musicians  
were always on top of the hit parade of 

China, at the Silk Road time. 

CHINESE TRADERS 
Chinese traders can be easily recognized from the decoration of their cargo: an anthropomorphic terrific mask. 
That kind of mask has also been found in the Tarim Basin by M. A. Stein (right), and even in Korea.  It may be 
possible that the Chinese traders used Hungarian guides. In fact, at least 2 of the guys below are Hungarians (you 
recognize them from their nose).  In any case, both Chinese and Hungarians used the same  Hungarian “uniform” 
when they traveled the North East silk route (“History of Civilizations of Central Asia”,  UNESCO).  
THE CHINESE TRADERS DO NOT WEAR CONICAL HATS.   THEIR NOSE IS “FLAT”.   
THEY DO NOT DRINK UNICUM. 
THEIR CARGO IS PROTECTED NOT BY HUNGARIAN SACRED SYMBOLS, BUT BY MONSTROUS MASKS. 
BEFORE THE CHINESE TRADERS’ HORSE OR CAMEL THERE IS SOMETIMES A LONG NOSED GUY: HE 
COULD BE THE HUNGARIAN GUIDE OF THE CARAVAN. 

 
 
 

 
The image on the right shows a Hungarian trader and a Chinese cargo that can be recognized by the mask on it. 

HORSE MEN

This statuette is in the Archaeological Museum of Seul, Korea.  I have no other information about it.  All I can say is that the trader was 
carrying a Hungarian (not Hunnish!) bronze cauldron (See “cauldrons” in “Pre-Indo-European rites”).  The horse is not Hungarian: the 
Hungarian horses were always depicted as being slim, along 3 millennia; the Chinese depicted their horses this way. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

   
The nose and the phenotype of the guy before the horse is Hungarian Hungarian 

If the statuettes I have found are enough representative of the real situation, I would like to conclude that the North Eastern silk route, 
from Kashgar to Chang’an was under strict control of the Chinese and that only Chinese and Hungarians were allowed to trade along it. 
In other words: the  trade on the Eastern silk route was a Chinese monopoly operated by Hungarians. The Chinese did decide who was 
allowed to trade from Kashgar to Chang’an: after a Sogdian usurped the Tang throne for a short time, the restaured Dynasty banned the 
Sogdians from the Silk Road (Viktor Sarianidi).  
Furthermore, the many ruins of forts found by M. A. Stein in the Tarim Basin were not only military installation but rather presided custom 
houses from where the Chinese checked permissions and concessions, and cashed tributes and duties.  In fact, no weapons have been 
found in the Tarim Basin and no weapons were needed to defend the Tarim Basin once the few passes would have been checked and 
weapons would have not be allowed in. 

HSIUNG NU/HUNS ON THE SILK ROAD? 
Borbala! Istvan! Does any of the following guys resemble one of the above traders? 

 
Reconstruction of mature Hunnish male and female showing artificial skull deformation.  
Marcel  Nyffenegger,  Historisches Museum der Pfalz Speyer, DE 

Hungarian Tagar (left) and Mongolic Hsiung Nu (centre) (Moscow History Museum),   mixed red-haired Tashtyk (right, Hermitage)   

Reconstructed heads of Hunnish males from Hungarian graves.  University of Budapest, Department of Anthropology. 

  

Death mask of an unbearded Hsiung Nu with a nose like a “flat excrescence” (Yining Museum, Xingjang), of an unbearded Hun with a 
similar nose from a Hunnish graveyard (“Attila und die Hunnen”),  and of a  maybe female, mixed, red-haired Tashtyk (Hermitage). 
The above death masks are not Hungarian!  Hungarian masks were ritual masks (they inhibited evil spirits from entering the body of the 
dead through his eyes or mouth (see “Death Masks” in the abstract “Pre-Indo-European rites”).  These anthropomorphic masks are 
celebrative masks as also the Indo-European masks were (E.g.: “Agamemnon” mask).   
The Hungarian Parthians had made masks similar to the central one at the time they were going through their Indo-Europeanization 
process. 
Jordanes wrote on  "Getica": “They made their foes flee in horror because their swarthy aspect was fearful, and they had, if I may call it so, 
a sort of hideous lump, not a head, with pinholes rather than eyes. For they cut the cheeks of the baby males with a sword, so that before 
they receive the nourishment of milk they must learn to endure wounds. Hence they grow old beardless and their young men are without 
comeliness, because a face furrowed by the sword spoils by its scars the mature beauty of a beard.” Is it not the description of the Central 
Mask?
Borbála, I hope you did not do it to your child! 

THE GEO-POLITICAL SCENARIO THAT CAUSED
THE DEPARTURE OF THE HUNGARIANS FROM THE TARIM BASIN 

9th Century A.D..  Baghdad is the centre of the World. The Arabs border the Tarim Basin; the next step could be the conquest of the Basin. 
The Tang dynasty has been weakened by the Uyghurs and in 774 has been defeated by the Arab Abbasid Caliphate in the battle of Talas 
(Kazakhstan): China is unable to defend the Hungarians of the Tarim Basin, who are no longer strategic allies:  the Chinese  and  the Arabs 
control the sea silk routes.  The Tang Dynasty shall be replaced by the “Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms” in 910.  The Radhanites 
dominate western trade routes.  The northern route to Tanaïs and Europe is no longer profitable: Europe has been barbarized and is an 
unsafe mountain of ruins. In 800 A.D., Charlemagne is still living in a tent.  
It could be time for the Hungarians to leave.  
The Uyghurs start being pushed by the Kirgiz and in 840, they invade the Tarim Basin, before the Arabs can do it.  
(The Uyghurs quickly converted to Islam, after their occupation of the Basin: the Arabs did not need to bring the Jihad in the Basin. The 
Hungarians that had remained in the Basin could have recommended this decision: it would have been in their DNA.  The Hungarians did 
the same in Europe – they converted to Christianity, but their Virgin Mary (Virgin: very Indo-European, very sexphobic!) is still the 
ancestral Nagyboldogasszony fertility Goddess – the Mother Isten). 
The Hungarians have no choice: fight or lose their freedom. They choose a 3rd way, their traditional way, they leave. 
Where to go?  Again little choice: the only temperate fertile area of Eurasia, not yet occupied by a great Empire, is the Carpathian Basin, 
their ancient Homeland.  The decision is easy to take: let’s go back home!  
When the Magyar women arrive in Europe; they wear silk panties! (Source: a speech of a female member of the Hungarian Parliament). 
Panties were an unknown garment in Europe at that time.  The Magyars of the Tarim Basin had already being using them for centuries. 
___________________________ 
 
If the timeline of the reconstruction of the Magyar Honfoglalás, as it appears in a map of Wikipedia, is correct, the Hungarians were not 
wandering, but migrating at high speed.   2 years to go from Tanaïs (the western terminal of the northern silk route) to Budapest is a long 
time for an army, but a quick time for a large population that included old people, pregnant women, and little children, that had to
negotiate passage and, when needed, fight.  From the Tarim Basin to Tanaïs (through Kwarezm and the Aral Sea) it was a longer distance
– more than double, but in a friendly environment.  It may have taken a little longer time. 
(The Hungarians may probably have taken an even longer route: they could have gotten out of the Basin through Turpan, could have 
passed through the Dzungarian gate, and would have taken the northernmost silk route in Central Asia so to arrive to the “Khazarian way”
(the Don Volga portage), without crossing territories controlled by the Arabs. In fact, the Arabs have never reported the Hungarian 
migration!)   (see the above map: the route they took was the first and shortest route from Europe to China; it was abandoned when the 
Hsiung Nu started harassing the caravans in Gan Su and Dzungaria, and it was replaced by the route through the Basin and the passes, 
which may have been replaced by the Dzungarian gate route again when the Arabs took control of the southern routes through Bactria and 
Ferghana). 
When the Hungarians  left the Basin, they did know which was their target.  
The Magyars could have left the Basin in the late ‘80s of the 9th century. Thus, the Hungarians could have cohabited with the Uyghurs for 
some 4 decades: this would explain why the Uyghurs, according to  Máthé Lajos, have kept memory of the departure of the Hungarians 
from the Tarim Basin.  
It must have been a moving event: the Hungarians were good people.  
…and they descended from a superior civilization. 
You may consider “superior” a civilization that has conquered the Moon.   
I consider “superior” a civilization in which problems between peoples are not solved through bloody wars, in which  the law of survival of 
the strongest is not the Law, in which all peoples’ autonym is “Human” and not Arya (noble), or Hebrew, or white, or…  
…and it can only be achieved with women’s rule.
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